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MATADOR MOMENTS WINNERS

Written submission winner:
Deborah Clem: “Matador”

Photo submission winner:
Elise Eley: “Matador Moments 2021”

Multi-media slideshow winner:
Isabelle Ruvalcaba-Luna: “Becoming Isabelle”

MARINO J. RICCOMINI FAMILY SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS

FALL 2019
Hannah Albrecht
Amy Barcena
Leslie Chung
Suelen Chicas Garcia
Aaron Hoffman
Blaise Hurr
Patricia Llige
Cathy Quach
Sanjiti Sharma
Sophie Wade

SPRING 2020
Ruben Ayala
Jasmin Correa

FALL 2020
Sophia-Marie Cabacungan
Maraya Carbajal
Edgar Cervantes
Lorenzo Fonseca
Brisa Garcia  
Michelle Hernandez  
Gerardo Lopez  
Anya Castro Mendez  
Ricardo Pineda  
Erin Pritchard

**STUDENT SUCCESS CHAMPIONS**

**Faculty Winner**  
Daniel Odom, Biological Sciences

**Faculty Finalists**  
Gabriel Buelna, Chicano Studies  
Roza Gabrielyan, English  
Martin Pousson, English  
Stevie Ruiz, Chicano Studies  
Michael Neubauer, Mathematics

**Staff Winners**  
Matt Soto, Student Housing and Conference Services  
Kevin Zemlicka, SSC/EOP College of Social and Behavioral Sciences

**Staff Finalists**  
Ashley Cano, EOP Resilient Scholars  
Rebecca Spector, International and Exchange Student Center  
Mario Lopez, SSC/EOP College of Health and Human Development  
Alina Adamian, BUILD PODER

**Student Winner**  
Rose Merida

**Student Finalists**  
Denise Nguyen  
Ariana Michener  
Pulok Rahman  
Adrienne Kinsella  
Isaac “Yitz” Shafa
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